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It is no surprise to most that the United States has the highest rate of incarceration in the world. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, there were over 2 million people incarcerated in prison or local jail as of 2014, and over 6.5 million people under correctional supervision.   For the last couple of decades, the war on drugs has caused a rapid surge in the population of correctional institutions in the United States.  In addition to the war on drugs, the strategy of getting tough with people who break the law, contributed to the quick growth in the incarcerated population.  As this population of offenders grew, so has the number of parolees who returned to prison.    The cost of incarceration varies by state.  While states such as New York are paying between $50-60K a year per inmate, other states like Oklahoma are paying less than $20K.  Regardless of the amount that is being paid, states are looking at alternatives to incarceration in order to reduce cost.  The idea that education reduces recidivism has been bounced around for quite some time.  Even though politicians are looking at this option for economic motives, there are advocates that believe this is the best 

alternative for both the inmates and the community.   There have been numerous studies conducted across the country to determine whether or not education in the prison system reduces recidivism. The Indiana Department of Corrections conducted a study to determine the consequences of providing an education to inmates and recidivism.  The study was developed using two groups, a study group, and a control group.  Both groups had slightly over 1,000 participants (inmates).  Those in the study group participated in various programs designed to enhance their education level whereas, those in the control group, did not partake in any educational programs while incarcerated.  The study concluded that those who received an education in prison are less likely to commit another crime and return to prison when compared to those who did not receive an education. The rate for recidivism in those who participated in an educational program was less than 30% compared to almost 70% in those who did not.  This study along with many others, support the theory that it is far more profitable to invest in education for inmates.  In addition 

to cost effectiveness, it allows for an increase in employment opportunities upon release, increase in intellectual skills, reduces recidivism, and improves the environment in the prison and the community.    Some people will argue that there is self-selection bias associated with these programs.  My response to them goes like the old saying, “You can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make it drink.”  In order to have meaningful change, the change must come from within.  Each individual will ultimately be responsible for their own actions after being released, it is up to the criminal justice system and the government to provide this population with all available resources to ensure a better future. 
 

Minimizing Recidivism through Education: A Movement towards a Better Future 
by Johanny 
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Prison education at Jessup Correctional Institution as well as all others in the state of Maryland and abroad, is a subject that is of enormous importance. The subject of education in prison is as important as in civilian life if not more important, because of the negative label’s attached to being imprisoned and the stereotypical thoughts people have about those incarcerated. Education in prison begins with a simple educational assessment test that determine where a person is academically. After the assessment testing, inmates are placed into a high school or G.E.D. program in order to get the essential tool that will make a difference between success in prison as well as their success after prison, while reducing the chances of recidivism. It’s a known fact that the individual that acquires an G.E.D or high school diploma are less likely to re-offend, due to different factors including having high self-esteem from the accomplishments that 

they have conquered. Those with a higher education tend to make a better salary. It is a statistical fact that people with high education are more prone to just be more successful. Education in prison is a given that the more education offered the better the individual makes his choices on the inside as well on the outside. Education enhances one’s vision of themselves and life as a 

whole. So, yes, education in prison is even more important as in prison just as much on the outside because there are more obstacles to climb and greater heights to reach due to their incarceration. Education in prison should be the foundation in which the prison system is associated with. There should be more vocational college degree programs, certification programs, and anything else that can broaden someone’s knowledge. Prison education can simply quadruple the chances of someone’s success on the inside, and especially on the outside. Prison education is a MUST!!!  

  

 
 

Pacified, Polarized, Proselytized; 
 educated, established, indoctrinated; 
 molded, shaped by thoughts, ideas; 
incased, since time, memorial, past, present, future; 
imprisoned, educated, related; 
motivated, placid; released; 
increased in knowledge, chances enhanced; 
Past, Present, Future: EDUCATION 
  

 

Prison Education: It’s a MUST! 
by Leslie 

Education: Past, Present, & Future 
by Leslie 
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A new inmate arrives at a Maryland State Prison. His name is Fred. Fred already has his high school diploma. Fred gets settled into his living area in the prison. After about two weeks of working out all he can, Fred becomes bored. Fred makes a request to meet with his case manager; he was told his case manager can help him out. His case manager is responsible for giving Fred positive, rehabilitative things to do.  
Fred is in his early 20’s and wants to continue his education, maybe get a college degree in prison. He’s heard about prisoners doing this in the past; from he’s seen on TV and heard around the neighborhood. Maybe the little voice in the back of his head is right after all. Fred can turn his life around and start to make something out of himself. Fred has a 15-year sentence; he will be here for a few years, why not get an education Fred figures.  

After about three weeks Fred’s case manager calls him up to her office.  During the three weeks Fred was waiting, some of his peers told him the first thing he needs to do is get a job and start participating in self-help programs and groups.  Money and getting time taken off his sentence is a priority to Fred over education. Fred asks his case manager if she can help him find a job or get into some programs.  She gives him some brutal honesty by telling him she doesn’t have to help him find any of those things. He is on his own.  He needs to find himself a job and find himself some ways into programs.  
Fred thinks okay, that is going to be tough since I’m new here and don’t really know anyone, so what about the education he was  
 

thinking of getting? Maybe a college degree? So, Fred asks his case manager about this. His case manager gives him some more brutal honesty. He is on his own, not only can’t she help him, but even if she could help him there is no education beyond a GED in prison.  
What Fred’s case manager failed to tell him is the fact that the majority of programs in this prison are run by prisoners. Case Management does run some programs, but they are very limited in comparison with what the prisoners organize on their own. Fred’s prison even has a college program that is run by prisoners. It is a non-credited volunteer program. Professors from prestigious universities volunteer their time to pass on knowledge to many prisoners who are desperate for higher education.  
Fred hasn’t heard about this program, but still has that voice in his head. Fred goes back to working out, at least he will stay in shape while he is in prison......... 

 

 

  

He who knows not, and knows not that he knows not, but thinks he knows is a fool...shun him! 
He who knows not, and knows that he knows not is a child…teach him! 
Oh, but he knows, and knows that he knows, and uses what he knows is a leader…follow him! 

He Who Knows… 
by Author Unknown 

Turning Your Life Around…In Circles 
by Kelly  
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If the question is asking, how do we protect public safety, hold offenders accountable, and control corrections costs, the answer has to be “educate”.  It was once said “He who know not, and knows that he knows not, is a child… teach him! Once upon a time before the signing of the Omnibus Crime bill on September 13, 1994, that eliminated funding support from Pell Grants for all incarcerated men and women across the nation, a man by the name of Warren E. Rymes took full advantage of the opportunity.  Getting his degree in psychology and sociology, at a time when most would agree that he did not know best, he did know better.   
Earl: Can you paint a clear picture of your pursuit for prison education? 
Warren: Well, I obtain my G.E.D. in 1991, and enrolled right into the Coppin State College extension program, with a Pell Grant.  I had the full college experience right inside of the Maryland State Penitentiary in Baltimore.  Parts of the prison was turn into a real campus, equipped with an awesome administration, great counselors, and great teachers. People were really motivated to get their education. People was coming in the pen to motivate us (like Dr. Cornell West).  The staff was there for me, I started getting real with God, my faith told me that I had to finish thing so I became serious about college and did what was right.  It was a whole other world that I didn’t know of.  I fell in love with education, it was my tool to enlightenment, power, peace, and prosperity.  My grandmother told me that I was the first in the family to achieve a diploma.  It’s the proudest moment in my life.  
Earl: What are some problems in prison education? 
Warren: The problem is humanitarianism is gone.  It’s just a job to people, not a passion.  We have to change the way we do things.  Evolve to the people of today, and introduce them to the excitement and enjoyment of education.  
Earl: Associate Dean Brown said at your commencement “Unfortunately, because society have opted not to pay now, it will 

surely pay later”.  Now that it’s later, do you believe that was a prediction that has become true today? 
Warren: Yes, society is paying dearly now because there is no education, so job opportunities are slim, so a lot of society is becoming victimized because the criminal only knows how to care for himself through crime life.  We know that it’s a fact that people who get educated, compared to those who don’t, are less likely to become involved in crime.  
Earl: Can you share Mrs. Brown’s message of how the Pell Grants brought significance to the class of 1995? 
Warren: Yes, she said “this opportunity afforded these men the tools needed to unravel the underlying mystery of individual identities, potentials and abilities, which became manifested in unprecedented academia accomplishments”.  
Earl: I want you to end this interview with the words that your commencement began with. 
Warren: IF YOU THINK EDUCATION IS EXPENSIVE, TRY IGNORANCE! 
 

 

 
? 

It is said that ignorance is a bliss, that the constant state of not knowing one of joy and peace but I say that is one of defeat, an illusion placed upon us by the powers that be, so that we will not see our true inadequacy. 
You tell me to stop selling drugs…why? You want me to take something from me but give me nothing to replace it, no tools, no skills, no trade to my benefit, so again I ask you why should I? 
You tell me to go to school, but who’s payin? Rents due, no food, baby needs shoes, pressures that already lay heavy on my family, so again I ask you who’s payin? 
You tell me to get a job, with what skills? What have you taught me to make a way for myself, you take me to a library and point me to a [book] shelf without any explanation or interpretation of what I am reading. So again, I ask you with what skills? 
You call his rehabilitation, and I ask you since when? 
You say the purpose of my incarceration is rehabilitation, but I ask you for whom? What have you done to help me? How have you educated me? What have you taught me besides anger, hate, and rage. 
You say I am to rehabilitate, but you debilitate, by failing to educate me. You send me home, no better than I came in but turn around and complain about recidivism.  
You call this rehabilitation; I ask you since when? 
 
~Garhett Adams 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  

Know Means Know (Growing up on the inside) 
by Earl 
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Many inmates had to suffer, due to the Pell Grant being snatched away from them. The Pell Grant was amended in 1994, by congress. Many government officials felt that it was unjust to give aid to prisoners, when everyday citizens are having trouble affording college.  
Many prison education advocates stated, statistically, the funding that went to prisoners were fewer than 1%. None of that many could possibly take away from eligible students. Many advocates that are pro Pell Grants for inmates cannot understand why no one seems to understand the devastating outcome of prisoners leaving prison with little to no formal education. If inmates are educated they would feel more welcoming in their communities. They would fee rehabilitated and have higher self-esteem.  
The community needs to learn that education can bring change into society. Many institutions have lost the touch of rehabilitation when they took away their rights to further their education. Prison education can severely do without political input. Many conservatives will continue to argue that criminals should not be rewarded for the crimes they have committed. Do they not understand; the community’s goals are to include rehabilitation as a part of their punishment?  
Currently, the Obama administration will be given out a small number of inmates a Pell Grant in 2016. This experiment is called the “Second Chance Pell Pilot Program”. The administration wants to create fairer, more effective criminal justice system. They want to reduce recidivism and combat the impact of mass incarceration on communities. 
You cannot begin to compare inside students to “outside” students. Many politicians say that their friends cannot afford to pay for college. They feel that incarcerated people should not have the access that “working” folks can get for school. I can simply argue that having access to those funds in no way impede on the other 99.6% of money going to “outside” students. 
Fun fact: Did you know…it was Senator Dallas Pell who helped lead the movement in Congress to start the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants? The grants were named “Pell” in 1980 to recognize his advocacy. His 

daughter, today is still fighting for the Pell Grant. 
If it worked 20 years ago, it will certainly work today! 
 
***Want to learn more about prisoners, professors, and college students coming together? How professors volunteer their time and resources to give college-level courses to prisoners for free? How the prisoners get nothing more than knowledge? No college credits given here, just education. Check our program at http://www.prisonscholarsprogram.com/. You can view our courses, learn about the professors and even make a tax deductible donation to help the cause.*** 
 

Where’s our Pell? 
by Helen 
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